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Report on the Technical Issues of Using GNU EPrints Software for the development of an institutional e-Print repository at the University of Southampton


GNU EPrints.org software supports the creation of archives metadata, and is the most widely used software of its type in terms of the numbers of archives that are using it. Despite this, there is no standard model for managing an institutional archive. The TARDis Project (Targeting Academic Research for Deposit and Disclosure), funded by the JISC FAIR Programme, was established to investigate the technical, cultural and user issues that might shape and inform a typical institutional archive within an academic establishment, and thereby increase the uptake of archives by more institutions and by authors depositing papers.

As the foundation for its investigation, the TARDis Project Team has worked with the EPrints.org developer to implement a new version and user interface to EPrints that is customised to the prospective needs of the University of Southampton and other institutions. A pilot of this version has been implemented for testing by local Southampton users and by administrators of EPrints.org software elsewhere, whom the results of the pilot testing are intended to inform. This deliverable describes the features that are specific to this implementation, and the key decisions that informed this pre-test version. Some ideas for further development are outlined.

During this process new features required by the Southampton-TARDis version have emerged in the core EPrints.org software; in other respects the two versions have begun to diverge. An example of the former is the definition of document types, leading to a new mapping and page structure for input of metadata. One major difference between these versions is that where EPrints.org is currently intended to support author self-archiving, TARDis will test the need for mediated archiving, that is, where designated support staff help the author complete the full deposit of an e-Print based on a simplified author deposit interface. Both features are explored further below.

GNU EPrints.org: brief background

The original objective of EPrints.org services development was to facilitate peer reviewed journal papers stored in open access archives. Copies of these papers are archived by their authors with the objective of providing a free, universally accessible alternative to paid-for journal versions. 

The dominance of institutionally-based archives among EPrints.org archives (see http://software.eprints.org/ (​http:​/​​/​software.eprints.org​/​​)) is a consequence of the decision to adopt the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) Protocol for Metadata Harvesting in the software at an early stage, and the promotion of distributed, institutionally-based archives by the OAI. The OAI model depends on the description of documents (or other objects in a digital library) using simple, standard metadata formats that will encourage the development of independent resource discovery services, such as search services, of which there are now a number of examples. EPrints.org software thus offers institutions a simple means of building an OAI-compliant archive the contents of which can be found by a vastly wider audience than might use the institutional site alone.

EPrints.org software is available free as GNU open source software. While download is cost-free, installation and technical support at the host institution are not, and the aim is to provide institutions with the simplest, most cost-effective solution to e-Prints archiving (see the SPARC review of  EPrints.org software http://www.arl.org/sparc/core/index.asp?page=g20#6 (​http:​/​​/​www.arl.org​/​sparc​/​core​/​index.asp?page=g20#6​)). 

Development of the open source version of EPrints.org was funded by JISC through the OpSIS (“Open-Sourcing Institutional Self-archiving software”) project. Currently JISC underwrites EPrints.org to support e-Prints developments, including the TARDis project, in the FAIR programme. Earlier development of EPrints.org as OAI archive software was supported by the JISC-NSF Open Citation Project. EPrints is based on software originally designed to run the CogPrints (Cognitive Sciences eprint archive), founded as part of the JISC Electronic Libraries (eLib) Programme. 





One of the stated objectives of the TARDis project was to investigate technical and cultural  barriers to the deposit of papers by researchers and the project included in this investigation a review of the software.  New functionality  to accommodate the need for mediated deposit occasioned the necessity to look more deeply at the original self archiving software.   Although there are some notable exceptions, self archiving in general has achieved only limited success and we approached the software with the question ‘why’ in mind.   

A focal point of the Southampton-TARDis re-design has been to simplify and assist user input, which was tackled in two principal ways. A facility for mediated data input is provided. Also, data input pages were structured so that authors, or mediators, need see only those input fields required for the type of document to be deposited.

TARDis decided that its e-Prints service will be initially an archive of scholarly material by members and associates of the University of Southampton. It will not include teaching material, software or internal administrative documents such as minutes of meetings.   This fundamental decision informed much of the re-design of the software for Southampton.

A new gateway interface was designed for TARDis to test the need for mediated archiving, that is, whether it is effective and viable for designated support staff rather than the author to complete the full deposit of an e-Print based on a simplified author deposit interface. The user of the assisted service will only submit a file and minimal information about the document.  The  rest of the information will be entered by a mediator. Two different routes to depositing an item are available from the TARDis (e-Prints Soton) Users gateway: users start to create an item and then select either the normal self-archiving track or a custom-built submission route with only a few data entries and then the option to upload files.

Beyond the pilot test the project seeks to investigate some very broad questions on the model of institutional support, commitment and infrastructure required to produce services that anticipate and serve the needs of a large and diverse community of users. 

There are signs that the need for improved access to the results of scholarly research are reaching the highest levels of institutional management, so it is becoming more likely these issues can be tackled with the active participation of influential staff. This can be viewed in the context of an increasing emphasis internationally on open access publishing, especially in the lucrative biomedical disciplines. In turn this is raising awareness and legitimising open access in other fields that, in the absence of an existing business model for open access publishing, will need to use institutional archives to provide open access to peer-reviewed papers. The need for fully-operational institutional archives will become acute when funding agencies begin to demand open access to the results of funded work for evaluation purposes.





TARDis (Targeting Academic Research for Deposit and Disclosure) is a JISC funded project at the University of Southampton. The goals of the project are to install and run an e-Print archive of research output produced at Southampton. This project has caused a number of changes and improvements to be made to the main GNU EPrints distribution. TARDis has reviewed and redesigned the default configuration for GNU EPrints to have less ambiguity and a more useful set of fields. 
Most of these improvements have been made to the core distribution of GNU EPrints and will appear in the 2.3.0 release. In addition to this, some configuration changes have been made solely to the Southampton install of Eprints.org.    Also, some custom tools for mediated submission have been created. These will not be in the 2.3.0 version of GNU EPrints.
*** indicates included in the GNU EPrints.org software version 2.3.0
Metadata and Formats ***
The GNU EPrints software allows different types of record. Each type has a set of metadata fields (a subset of all the metadata fields for e-prints in the system).  Some of these may be required for a certain type, other may be optional. Each type has a separate specification of metadata fields and how it is cited. TARDis decided the initial publication types for the University of Southampton service would be:
Article	An article prepared for  a journal, magazine, newsletter  or newspaper (online or print). Not necessarily peer-reviewed.
Book	A book or a published conference volume.
Book Section	A chapter or section in a book. or a single paper in a published proceedings.
Monograph	A monograph. This includes technical reports, project reports, documentation and manuals, working papers and discussion papers.
Conference or Workshop Item	A paper, lecture, poster or presentation given at a conference, workshop or other event. If the item has been published in a journal or book then please use “Book Section” or “Article” instead.
Thesis	A thesis or dissertation.
Patent	A published patent application. Do not include as yet unpublished patent applications.
Other	Something within the scope of the archive, but not covered by the other categories.

The most difficult item to categorize was conference items which have been published in proceedings. The three options were to create a separate type altogether, add publication related details (publisher, page range etc.) to the “Conference Item” type or add “event” related metadata fields (event title, location, dates) to the “Article” or “Book Section” type. We decided to include “publication” metadata fields in the three document type screens , but this may be reviewed after the pilot
The next step was to identify all the metadata we wished to store about each type of record, and if that field should be optional or mandatory.  A really difficult decision.   We are particularly aware of the requirement for metadata quality, yet if we make mandatory all the fields that are required to compile a ‘good’ citation it is possible that authors will not deposit because at the moment of deposit they do not have the data available.    Limited mandatory fields can produce very sparse metadata.  Will we pick up these incomplete metadata entries and require designated editors to complete them?
We then had to clearly define what each field was to be used for, select a clear and accurate title for each field and write the help which will appear when a user is entering each field. We needed in a few cases to vary the help text for a field between types of e-Print. For example the instructions for entering the title of a book are slightly different to those for adding the title of an article, even though they are internally the same. We also added several examples to most fields.  As yet we are unable to change the help text for the internally same metadata field for different publication types.
We decided to use 3 date fields for an e-Print. The first two are “Date of Submission” (Submission to journal/publisher, not the e-Print service) and “Date of Publication”. An e-Print must have one or the other, but may have both. The third date field is only used internally and is called “Effective Date”. This is set to the value of the “Date of Issue”, unless there is no date of issue in which case it is set to the “Date of Submission”. If for some reason neither value is set then it is set to the date the item was entered into the system. This date can be used for searching and ordering, and makes sure that an e-Print will only appear in the listings for one year, not two. 
A new feature allows the metadata input to be split over a series of pages so that a depositor is not scrolling down forever. We decided to put similar fields logically together on a single page, such as event (conference) details. This can be changed on a live service, so we will review the ordering and grouping after the pilot.
Some fields were added only to the Southampton system. Most notably a field which specifies which part or parts of the university the item is related to. This will be used for assigning permissions, building statistics and building lists of items for individual schools. We also removed most of the fields from the  Registered User information and added a field to Registration to indicate their school. When a user submits an e-Print into the Southampton Service, the e-Print will, by default, be associated with their school, unless they explicitly change it.
We defined a list of what file formats we would accept. We decided to accept any format, but strongly recommend that a user submits both an original version of the item, probably in LaTeX or MSWord and a version which is easy to read using a web browser (PDF, HTML or ASCII) and full-text-invertible by harvesters such as Google. The user will identify their document format from a closed list, but the last item is “Other”, with an option to specify what that other type is.
Configurable Input Fields  ***
Some of the fields in the input process can be ungainly or confusing. For example if the subject titles become very wide, or the list is very long, then an HTML “select” element is no longer appropriate. We have added an option to the software to allow a site to use custom code to render this part of the input form for any individual field.
“name” fields. The alternate input style for name fields is much more compact. 




“subject” fields. The alternate input style for subject fields allows the tree to be browsed. This means that it will require several page reloads to select subjects but any size subject tree can be handled. There is also a search function to search the subject tree if a user isn’t sure where to look. This mode should only be used when the “subject” field is by itself on a page (see paged input below)

“set” fields. This includes e-Print type and other lists from which one or more items may be selected. The alternate input style renders the items as a delineated list with radio buttons and also allows a block of text to describe the option. This input mode will often be preferable to the built in HTML select box input style. It will be possible to disable the function if not required.
File Upload Page***
The file upload page in EPrints 2.2 is a little confusing and has a redundant screen. The file upload page has been streamlined and should be both faster and easier to use.
HTML Help ***
HTML tags in the help text for a field re provided. This is useful as it allows the administrator to include links to additional information, and mark up, such as placing examples in a different colour.
Paged Metadata ***
In EP2.2 all the metadata fields for an e-Print (title, author, page range etc) were requested in one big, intimidating form. There is now an option to split the fields into as many pages as required. 
Revamped Registration ***
Testing EP2.2 showed that the registration process could be confusing. Partly due to bad wording, and partly because it was overly combined with the reset password functionality.   The Register New User function and the Reset old users password function have been separated.
Full Stops after ? and ! ***
One very little but annoying problem with the citation specification file in Eprints.org was that if a title was specified as “TITLE.” and the title metadata ended up with a “?” or “!” then the result would appear like this: “Will man walk on Mars?.”. To avoid this in future, a directive may be given to fields in citations which makes a fullstop appear after the field only if the field does not end with “.” “?” or “!”.
Reverse name elements ***
An option has been added to the system which, if set, causes all “name” input fields to be in the format FAMILY, GIVEN rather than the default GIVEN, FAMILY.
Registered User Homepage Redesign
The homepage for registered users has been redesigned with a better layout, and clearer options. This is not actually used in the Southampton service as that has a totally custom page to handle the mediated input option.
Improved Date Field Type ***
The date field in Eprints.org was not very useful because it had to have a year, month and day. Many records will only have a year or a year and month. EPrints 2.2 and earlier dealt with this by using a year field (which was just a 4 digit integer field) and a month field (implemented as a set of 13 options, 12 months and “unknown”). Functionality has been added to allow a date field to have the day or the day and the month omitted without error. It also allows a date field to be (optionally) treated like a year when being printed in a citation, searched or sorted upon.
Changes to the GNU EPrints software default configuration ***
The next release of GNU EPrints will use much of the Southampton configuration as a default template for new archives.
E-Print Types and Fields ***
The types of e-Print such as conference item, patent, book section will appear in EPrints 2.3. The fields specified by TARDIS will be used with the exception of fields only meaningful to the Southampton service. The grouping of fields onto pages when submitting an e-Print will be identical, or very similar.
Dublin Core mapping of new e-Print fields ***
A mapping of the new default fields into Dublin Core is provided as part of the default OAI configuration. The DC is in the format specified by Andy Powell. (http://www.rdn.ac.uk/projects/eprints-uk/docs/simpledc-guidelines/ (​http:​/​​/​www.rdn.ac.uk​/​projects​/​eprints-uk​/​docs​/​simpledc-guidelines​/​​)
Citations of new types ***
The references to records in the browse views and for metadata summary pages are now in the citation format required by publishing editors.  We hope to have an export facility to personal bibliographic software that will allow users to reformat the metadata into whatever citation format they require. Some additional information is included. If an e-Print has a status other than “published” then the status is printed as part of the citation. For example: (submitted), (in press) or (unpublished).  The URL for the e-Print is included in the citation but on a separate line.  The official URL for the paper is entered is not at present included in the citation but does appear in the metadata summary
Improved Style ***
Minor changes have been made to the default CSS style-sheet and web page template files to make the site easier to use, such as more use of sans-serif fonts and limiting the width of pages. 
Website
Much of the text of the default EPrints service website has been rewritten to reflect Southampton style, terminology and policy. This includes the “static” web-pages such as the home page and about-this-service page, text on dynamic pages such as the registration page or the subscriptions page and also the web-page template and style-sheet have been modified.
Family Name vs. Surname
By default, Eprints.org divides names into “Family Name” and “Given Name” to avoid ambiguity with names in which the family name may not be the last name. However for the Southampton Service we have decided to rename these to the more traditional “Surname/Last Name” and “First Name/Initials”. “Lineage”  has been excluded from the author entry.
Corporate Author
A corporate author field has been added to all TARDis document types
Uniquely Identifying Authors
With a site as large as Southampton we are bound to have items created by authors with similar names. To make it easier to exactly identify an author we request that in addition to the name of each author/creator of an item that their email address is also given. This is far from ideal as people have multiple email addresses. It does mean that if someone searches for all their email addresses (For example mf@soton.ac.uk and M.Fenderson@soton.ac.uk) they will find all their items, and only their items. Hopefully this can be used to assist mapping into a better identification scheme in the future.  It is also essential to ensure that the same author defined with surname, initials or with surname, first name in full will all be retrieved whichever form is used for searching.
Default Values
To make depositing an item easier, the system defaults certain values (which may then be altered). The default school for an item to be associated with is that of the user making the deposit.  For Theses the institution is set, initially, to “University of Southampton”.
Redesign the e-Print metadata page for Southampton
Every e-Print in the system gets a page describing the e-Print and linking to the files. This has been  customized for Southampton. 
Statistics
We have installed awstats to monitor the website usage. This is not a complete solution as it only gives statistics on the website usage. It does not understand TARDis-specific activity so, for example, can not list the most popular e-Prints, or most common searches this is an ongoing requirement.  Automated statistics for mediated deposit are urgently required.
Mediated Input
As part of the TARDis project we are going to investigate the relative merits of self-archiving and mediated archiving. Mediated archiving means that the user will only submit a file and minimal information about the document and the rest of the information will be entered by a mediator. This means that there are two different routes to depositing an item. We have created an alternate “user homepage” for the Southampton service which allows users to start creating an item and then select from the normal self archiving track or a custom built assisted submission route with only a few questions and then the option to upload file/s.
Feedback
We want to collect user feedback from people browsing and searching the system and from local users uploading their research. This will require two forms to be designed and built for TARDis.
School or Group
We have added a metadata field to both the Registration screen and deposit screen which links the University organizational structure with a user and deposit. This is an important linking which will enable us to create and export lists of records by school.

Other Issues
Italics and other mark-up in metadata
We considered ways to allow users to specify mark-up in metadata fields such as title and abstract. Options included HTML elements or LaTeX-style mark-up. We decided to disallow mark-up and reconsider the issue after the pilot.
Editorial Policy
We still need to decide policy on who can approve items into the system, how mediators are appointed and how we handle requests for items to be updated or deleted.  We expect to engage subject editors who will act as mediators.  It is likely that this policy will evolve throughout the lifetime of the service, but a clear initial policy will be defined at the end of the pilot. We are already considering a time-out that automatically deposits an item that has remained in the submission buffer for longer than 3 days. 
Integration into University Systems
In the longer term we would like to link the registration process into the normal University user accounts system. We would also like the functionality to export the lists of e-Prints for a school to their own website. How much of this is possible depends largely on the functionality of new systems the University Information Systems and Services are introducing over the coming year.
OAI
We need to decide a policy for our OAI interface, including what permissions or restrictions we give on our data. We need to decide what, if any, OAI sets we provide. The system is ready to provide Dublin core, but we may wish to provide more complex metadata formats as well. Once this is done we need to register with openarchives.org and various service providers, thus getting maximum exposure for the research material in our service.
Integration and import of School archives and metadata
Southampton School of Electronics and Computer Sciences already have a large e-Prints archive, but this has different metadata and different polices to the main Southampton service. We will need to find ways to integrate the systems, or mirror data from one to the other, in such a way as not to alienate the people currently investing energy into the ECS archive. 
Although there is no central University research records database, many other schools maintain their own databases or lists of publications.  Rather than re-key the metadata an import mechanism needs to be provided for TARDis.
Paracite
Paracite is a software library and web service developed at Southampton and incorporated into Eprints.org. It assists in linking references to searches for the item referenced. It should be relatively easy to set up for TARDis (e-Prints Soton) and add some useful functions for users.

Benefits to the Community
Upgrading to EPrints 2.3.0
For archives already running Eprints.org  services, the following changes will occur when upgrading to 2.3.0:
	The redesigned registered user page.
	The improved registration/change password system. 
	The improved file-upload system in the submission process.
	All other features in the GNU EPrints software default configuration  will be available to the archive administrator should they want to use them.

Installing EPrints 2.3.0
For an archive installing version 2.3.0 from scratch, they will start with a default configuration very similar to the one specified by TARDis. This includes e-Print types, metadata fields (including help and examples), citation styles and the mapping of the fields into the ePrints UK recommended Dublin Core style.

Other features requested by TARDis for future development
 
File Conversion Tool
Often depositors do not hold a recommended document format for their publication.  We need the system to offer the ability to convert between various file formats, such as MS Word, Postscript, PDF etc. This would make the job of editors and mediators easier. Conversion software tools are already offered at CERN within their CDSWare package.
Full-Text Searching
This would allow people to search the full text of the documents in addition to the metadata. This would require tools to convert all file formats to ASCII (or Unicode) and a redesign of the internal indexing system of TARDis (Eprints.org). This is already available in a French archive.
[Developer comment] Important, but more at the cross-archive search and harvester level than at the individual archive level .
Improved Submission, Editing and Navigating the Deposit Process
The submission process needs to indicate at what stage of the deposit process the users is in,  possibly by progress buttons.   Another possibility is a way to jump to a single stage of the process, which would be very useful when a single metadata value needs correcting or inputting. Back and Next buttons at the top of deposit pages as well as the bottom, would be very user friendly
Web-Based Administration and Configuration
An urgent requirement is to make TARDis, compatible with a standard web editor. [Developer comment] Some parts of the configuration would be easier than others to make configurable via the web : the “phrase” files, static web pages, citation styles, website template, metadata types, and fields associated with types. 
The subjects can be edited via the web but the interface is poor and should be redesigned.   The staff edit user and edit e-Print functions also need attention.
[Developer comment] It will be difficult, if not impossible, to edit via the web; metadata fields, validation rules and the rendering rules for e-Print metadata pages. Due to the way in which the EPrints software uses memory, making any edits to the configuration will significantly increase the amount of RAM used. 
Import and Export Utilities
A stated requirement of users is to create a record once and use it for many purposes. 
Protocols/Tools to allow users to import metadata from middleware like Endnote and BibTeX is needed to assist in entering items into the system.
An export option is essential, offered from the search results page into such personal bibliographic software as EndNote which would allow users to re-use the e-Print citation for personal/school webpages, the University Research Report, Research Assessment Exercise, CVs etc.. 
Statistics
Many more detailed statistics are required.  Not only quantitive data but also qualitative management information indicating types of search, e-Prints viewed, full text download etc.. Perhaps this tool could provide analysis of similar documents, so when you view an item it could report “people who viewed this item, also viewed….” This would be in the style of an internet shop as in the Amazon model.  
More complex browse views








	Central vs distributed institutional database
o	Distributed archives per school
o	One centrally maintained database
o	Cost of maintenance and upgrade
o	Technical support infrastructure
	Database coverage
o	Broad   = research, learning objects, datasets, legacy
o	Middle   = research output
o	Narrow =  peer reviewed articles
o	Standards different for each type of output (IEEE LOM for learning objects
	Interface design and content management
o	Need for a user friendly web based editor
o	Retention of Eprints interface or institutional ‘look’
o	Generic coding restricts options
o	Design for all browsers on all platforms
o	Accessibility
	Metadata fields
o	Defined by Publication types
o	Need to be definitive at early design stage – difficult to add






	Versioning functionality and easy user edit of records
	File formats accepted – provisions of conversion tools
	Unique Identification of authors
	Authentication – probity required 
	Copyright – no rights metadata yet – (but see Project RoMEO, http://www.lboro.ac.uk/departments/ls/disresearch/romeo/ (​http:​/​​/​www.lboro.ac.uk​/​departments​/​ls​/​disresearch​/​romeo​/​​))
o	Additional metadata fields required
o	Deposit agreement incorporated in interface – clickable – legal?
	Preservation – addressed by parallel projects – emulation, OAIS, etc. 
o	Continuous access
o	Expectation that institutions will preserve their own archives

Integration with Institutional Cultures
	Database structure needs to reflect the Institution
o	Needs to accommodate changes in organisational structure
o	Accommodate discipline practices
	Publication types to reflect broad institutional research output
	Existing School databases/records – how to import/integrate
	Skins/views – branding required by individual schools from a central database

Data Delivery and Presentation
	How to accommodate all citation formats for different disciplines
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